
Meeting Minutes 

Business Law Section Cannabis Study Group 

Tuesday, July 9th 5:00pm 

 
The first meeting of the Business Law Section Cannabis Law Study Group was called to order at 
5:00 pm.  In attendance were: Alan Howard – Chair, Philip Bates, Phil Schwartz, Keith Bell, 
Tameika Range, Jay Brown, Cindy Hibnick, Sally Kent Peebles, Russ Blain, Don Workman, 
Kacy Donlon, Mariane Dorris, Todd Green, Woody Pollack, Diane Wells, Jon Robbins, Michael 
Chesal, Paula Savchenko and Stefanie Svisco – The Florida Bar 
 

The Chair asked that everyone engage in a civil discussion refrain from debate and acknowledge 
that while some members of the group may disagree, they can do so reasonable.  

The Chair asked that everyone introduce themselves, their association with the Section and 
whether they or their firm represent any cannabis interests.  Introductions and background are 
attached as Exhibit A.  

The Chair reviewed the charge of the Study Group as received from Jay Brown, Chair of the 
Business Law Section: 

 
1.  Evaluate options to provide Cannabis law practitioners participation in, access to and benefits 
of the Business Law Section including but not limited to full committee standing, task force, or 
subcommittee/joint subcommittee within existing standing substantive committees;  
 
2. Consider negative and positive impacts of such participation and access, including concerns 
over Section reputation, membership enhancement or detraction, and use of proceeds from 
potential sponsors or from events involving Cannabis law practitioners being inappropriate under 
both Federal and Florida law;  
 
3. Outline proposed initial scope of any formed group’s activities within the section and 
correspondingly any initial limitations; and 
 
4. Report back and make recommendations to the Executive Council as to the foregoing and any 
related matters at the Labor Day Retreat. 
 

The Chair called on Jon Robbins and Tameika Range to briefly summarize what the group of 
cannabis practitioners seeking to establish a Cannabis Law Committee believed the scope of 
such a Committee would be.  

Mr. Schwartz asked that we start with research to see whether the bar associations of other states 
have established cannabis law committees.  The Chair asked that we defer that discussion until 
later in the meeting. 



Ms. Range and Mr. Robbins stated that the proposed scope of activities of a cannabis law 
committee would include the following: 

1. Serve as networking forum for attorneys in the cannabis space. 
2. Provide an avenue for CLEs. 
3. Provide an opportunity to advise legislators on drafting of statues and counsel regulators 

on drafting of regulations. 
4. Provide a resource for attorneys concerned about representing cannabis clients within the 

rules of professional conduct.  

The Chair restated the goals as summarized by Mr. Robbins and Ms. Range and then opened the 
floor for additional input on the scope of activities and goals of such a committee. 

Ms. Hibnick stated that an additional goal would be to have a central repository where non-
practitioners can seek guidance, including a list of committee members which would be helpful 
to someone looking for a cannabis expert. 

Mr. Hyman stated that an additional goal would be to recruit new members to the BLS and 
encourage participation of such members in other substantive committees.  

The Chair then asked for any concerns or issues that having such a committee in the Section 
might pose: 

Mr. Bates stated that he and others who oppose formation of a committee do so on the predicate 
that it is a stretch to accommodate a business interest inconsistent with the history of the Section 
and inconsistent with the way the Section has done business.  He added that whether you are pro-
cannabis or not, the things that he had heard give him great pause about the legitimacy and the 
credibility of the group’s stated goals. He said he wasn’t sure where to begin: if this is going to 
be a debate, we could debate. Mr. Bates stated that what he heard was these practitioners want to 
network, but they can do that as members of the Section. They want to conduct CLEs, which 
may or may not be fine depending on what the approach is.  They want to educate legislators, but 
he vehemently objected that. Mr. Bates stated that he did not see this group bringing anything to 
the Section, but rather using what we have already developed, in terms of credibility, for their 
own purposes. He questioned how the BLS can get behind a particular industry and legitimize or 
give credibility to what they say when that is something we as a Section have never done. And 
he noted there is no way for the Section to really know when a member of this group goes to 
“draft legislation” or when they go to legislators that we have worked with for 30-40 years and 
give input on legislation, that is not what we do. Mr. Bates stated that the Section does not 
involve itself in controversial legislation; rather the Section has its own legislation that it likes to 
promote for the goals of the Section. Mr. Bates stated that he believed we were forcing a round 
peg into a square hole and doing it on an emotional line.  He expressed a concern that 
membership might take a dive if bankruptcy judges have grave concerns about how service with 
the Section will fit with their own appointments. Mr. Bates stated that the judges that he has 
talked to have concerns about what it means for their appointments and as members of the BLS 
if it has a cannabis committee.  Mr. Bates stated that the BLS has never had industry specific 
committees and he is opposed to have a group of people join the Section, use its legislative 



contacts, and use its legislative credibility without our ability to really meaningfully supervise it.  
And if we were to have them as a Section committee, he didn’t see what is in it in for the 
Business Law Section.  

Mr. Bates stated that he has monumental concerns and wants to talk face to face, not about if it is 
a legitimate business, or a legitimate practice area, but if it is consistent with what the BLS is and 
has been about. 

The Chair summarized Mr. Bates’ concerns as follows: 

1. Industry specific committee of the Section which would be fairly novel,  
2. Section reputation at risk, specifically with legislature 
3. Impact on members, could this cost us members and specifically put federal and 

bankruptcy judges in tough position  

Mr. Schwartz stated that he had a differing point of view.  He did not see this as the first time the 
Section  had an industry specific group: we had the financial institutions committee. And 
Bankruptcy could also be seen as industry specific. Mr. Schwartz stated that he had the sense Mr. 
Bates concerns come down to the morality of industry.  Mr. Bates interjected that he did not say 
that.  

Mr. Schwartz stated that: he supports the concept of there being a common place where lawyers 
can share their interest and knowledge; he believes that is one of the purposes of the Section; 
also, the cat is long out of the bag on issue of cannabis practice – it is not unique anymore. Mr. 
Schwartz supports bringing in a group of lawyers who are in this area and on the cutting edge. 
He wants to know what other state bars are doing with this cannabis industry. He states that we 
need to make sure that we do our homework. Let’s do our research first and flesh it out first 
before we make a decision. He did not agree with Mr. Bates regarding how judges might react if 
the Section were to have a cannabis committee. 

Mr. Schwartz stated that it is not a vote in favor of the cannabis business or not, but question of 
whether or not a good fit for BLS.  

Ms. Range requested a copy of the letter Mr. Bates sent to the BLS EC because she wants to 
address each of his concerns.  She stated that the group of cannabis practitioners are not looking 
to take advantage of BLS, but simply want to find a space for cannabis group within a section 
under the Bar.  

Mr. Hyman stated that he believes there are miscommunications with respect to the issues.  He 
stated that his interpretation of Mr. Bates’ remarks were that if BLS has a cannabis committee 
that there could be consequences to the federal judges of the Section, such that they would have 
no choice but to leave the Section - which would be a significant negative impact. There is an 
upside on the education membership benefit. Mr. Hyman stated that we need to see if there is a 
way to guarantee that the judges are insulated from consequences arising from the creation of 
this committee and its activity.  



Ms. Savchenko stated that she did not believe it had to be all one way or the other way; there is a 
happy medium. She believes the group can start with what BLS is comfortable with and then 
build trust from there, and slowly move into legislative side. She said we should sit down or have 
a call with Judges and see what their concerns are.  

Ms. Hibnick stated that regardless of individual opinions, with respect to cannabis and hemp, the 
Florida Agricultural Commissioner has estimated that it will generate between $20-$30 billion 
dollars. She believes there will be a need to educate business lawyers because their clients are 
going to get involved in one way or another and it would be great to have an area for business 
lawyers to be able to come to them for education. 

Ms. Wells stated that it is the study group’s responsibility to do our homework before a decision 
is made so that they have all information needed to make an informed decision. If there are 
ethical issues, maybe rules need to be changed on ethics.  And she stated we need to see if the 
federal judges have any limitations and could continue to participate in Section activities if there 
is a cannabis committee. She stated we could dictate the scope of what the committee can do 
legislatively and other activities, but we need to check where the rules come down to protect the 
judges.  

Ms. Peebles stated that she moved here from Colorado the Colorado bar provided an ethics 
opinion that provided protection for judges and attorneys in the cannabis industry laying out how 
to be compliant with state law.  

Mr. Schwartz announced that he had emailed the group a copy of the purpose portion of the 
Section Bylaws to asses if Cannabis committee fits. He believes it is important that purposes be 
considered in part of this decision.  

Mr. Workman stated that he embraces Mr. Bates comments and the homework aspect. He 
believes the paramount interest should not be cannabis practice, but the Section’s purposes, and 
that we must consider all pros and cons to report back to the council.  

Ms. Donlon stated that she did not understand why the cannabis group couldn’t serve as a 
standalone committee or section, and not be built into a broader section. She requested a history 
of how we got here and why they chose BLS or why they didn’t have separate section.  

Ms. Savchenko responded that they were told by the Board of Governors they could not start as a 
section or standalone committee on their own, but had to start as part of an existing section.  

The Chair asked the following members of the Study Group to assist as follows: 

Ms. Peebles – retrieve and circulate the Colorado ethics opinion. 

Mr. Hyman – investigate restrictions on federal judges participating in bar associations that have 
cannabis committees and potentially benefit from sponsorships from cannabis companies. 

Ms. Donlon and Ms. Range – research and report back on how other bar associations are 
incorporating cannabis practitioners.  

The Chair will report on how cannabis group was assigned to the BLS.  



Exhibit A 

Background of Study Group Members 

Alan Howard- member of Section for 33 years; past Chair of Section; has represented clients 
with cannabis investments.  

Phil bates- member of Section since 1982; past Chair of Section; no interest in or connection 
with marijuana legal or otherwise at all nor do his clients, to his knowledge. 

Keith Bell – member of Section 4 - 5 years; active in cannabis space since first law passed. 
Represents numerous investors and 2 different financial institutions. Also works with Canadian 
trading companies. Represents businesses and investors in cannabis. 

Russ Blain – Member of Section for 20 years; past Chair of Section; bankruptcy and workouts. 
No cannabis connections, 

Michael Chesal – member of Section for over 25 years; past Chair of Section; has represented 
applicants in trademark applications that are in the cannabis arena.  

Kacy Donlon- member of Section for over 20 years; no knowledge of cannabis industry 
connection in firm. 

Marianne Dorris – member of Section for over 20 years; no current clients in cannabis arena, but 
does have personal interest based on health studies of cannabis for autistic children. 

Todd Green – member of Section since 2016; corporate counsel for Jushi, a Canadian publicly 
traded cannabis muti-state operator. 

Cindy Hibnick – new member of Section; member of Trial Law Section for 35 years and Health 
Law Section for 10 years; chair of firm’s cannabis law department; involved in cannabis from 
healthcare perspective particularly in representing physicians who already are or want to be 
ordering physicians. In negotiations for the sale of a license for non-disclosed client. Have 
relationships with one of larger cannabis publicly traded companies that has MMTCs in Florida  

Zach Hyman – member of Section for 9 years; some involvement in cannabis related industry.  

Woody Pollack - member of Section for 10 - 12 years; exclusively IP practitioner and handled 
fair share of patent and trademark issues.  

Tameika Range – member of Section since 2015; active in cannabis law since 2016, her firm 
handles contracts, leases, regulatory compliance matters for business, also successfully done a 
trademark application, also working on client working to obtain license in Florida; professor of 
Cannabis Law and Social Justice at FAMU 

Jon Robbins – member of Section for 20 years; vast majority of practice is representing clients in 
the cannabis space from regulatory licensing litigation and transactional perspective. 



Paula Savchenko – member of Section for 3 months; involvement in cannabis law space has 
been on the administrative side, assisting clients with applications and handling appeal process if 
needed and regulatory compliance work 

Phil Schwartz – member of Section for 33 years; past Chair of Section; significant cannabis 
practice in firm, on personal basis has a client that has developed an offshore fund that is 
investing in cannabis space.  

Diane Wells – member of Section for 30 years; past Chair of Section; no cannabis work on firm, 
but firm referring it out to others. 

Don Workman – member of Section for 30 years; no involvement in cannabis industry. 

Sally Kent Peebles – member of a national cannabis law firm that represents hundreds of clients 
internationally and nationally, exclusively in the cannabis arena; work with federal and state 
governments assisting in drafting legislation; policy experts; drafted one of the original license 
apps for one of winners and recently appointed to Florida Department of Agriculture Hemp 
Advisory Board; moved from Colorado about 1 year ago. 


